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Abstract: Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) need to replicate feature detectors when modeling
spatial information, which reduces their efficiency. The number of replicated feature detectors or
labeled training data required for such methods grows exponentially with the dimensionality of the
data being used. On the other hand, space-insensitive methods are difficult to encode and express
effectively due to the limitation of their rich text structures. In response to the above problems,
this paper proposes a capsule network (self-attention capsule network, or SA-CapsNet) with a
self-attention mechanism for text classification tasks, wherein the capsule network itself, given
the feature with the symmetry hint on two ends, acts as both encoder and decoder. In order to
learn long-distance dependent features in sentences and encode text information more efficiently,
SA-CapsNet maps the self-attention module to the feature extraction layer of the capsule network,
thereby increasing its feature extraction ability and overcoming the limitations of convolutional
neural networks. In addition, in this study, in order to improve the accuracy of the model, the
capsule was improved by reducing its dimension and an intermediate layer was added, enabling the
model to obtain more expressive instantiation features in a given sentence. Finally, experiments were
carried out on three general datasets of different sizes, namely the IMDB, MPQA, and MR datasets.
The accuracy of the model on these three datasets was 84.72%, 80.31%, and 75.38%, respectively.
Furthermore, compared with the benchmark algorithm, the model’s performance on these datasets
was promising, with an increase in accuracy of 1.08%, 0.39%, and 1.43%, respectively. This study
focused on reducing the parameters of the model for various applications, such as edge and mobile
applications. The experimental results show that the accuracy is still not apparently decreased by
the reduced parameters. The experimental results therefore verify the effective performance of the
proposed SA-CapsNet model.

Keywords: natural language processing; text classification; capsule network; self-attentive mechanism

1. Introduction

A current research hotspot, deep learning methods can express the same informa-
tion through denser low latitude features and have strong feature learning capabilities,
having been found to achieve good performance in text classification tasks. In the field
of deep learning, self-attention mechanisms [1], an emerging technology in recent years,
have been widely used in various tasks, such as face recognition, machine translation,
and chatbots. They have also played a huge role in the field of natural language pro-
cessing, where attention mechanisms can be applied to focus on the key points of the
text and discard information unrelated to the task. In recent years, scientific research has
confirmed that self-attention mechanisms have good effects on various natural language
processing tasks [2–4]. In this context, studying capsule network text classification based on
self-attention mechanisms has significant practical value.
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Symmetry provides a fundamental way to abstract the representations of various
complex systems. Identifying symmetry can substantially simplify the modeling of complex
physical systems [5]. The neural network, a nature-inspired computing model with some
symmetrical architectures, can provide an available and effective approach to explore the
symmetry in the data source [6]. In [7], the authors have demonstrated the successful
application of a neural network to explore symmetry in order to estimate the velocity in
blood microflows. In [8], a neural network was used to validate the facial symmetry and
asymmetry of human faces. In this paper, we proposed a new capsule network with the
self-attention mechanism for exploring the symmetry from the text corpus to reduce the
parameters of model in the text classification problem, wherein the capsule network itself,
given the feature with the symmetry hint on two ends, acts as both encoder and decoder.

1.1. Development Status of Traditional Text Classification Models

In earlier practice, text classification mainly used manually annotated data as the
training set, followed by text feature extraction and feature dimensionality reduction, and
finally, completed classification tasks based on feature selection results. This approach
is time consuming, labor intensive, and inefficient. As early as the 1950s, authors in [9]
first proposed using word frequency statistics to estimate the category of articles, that is,
the frequency of text occurrence, marking the beginning of the automation stage of text
classification technology. Since the 1960s, authors in [10] have published automatic text
classification using keywords and proposed probability and factorization models. When
using this approach, it is necessary to manually define classification rules and gain a deep
understanding of the field in order to develop reasonable rules. However, the approach’s
method of constructing classifiers is relatively simple, its models are also simple, and its
practicality is low, making it not suitable for large-scale text classification tasks. Since the
end of the last century, the amount of text data on the internet has grown rapidly. Domain
experts no longer need to develop classification rules based on specific domain knowledge.
According to various experimental results, the text classification system based on machine
learning technology is superior to traditional classification systems in terms of accuracy
and speed.

The text classification method based on machine learning technology mainly involves
two parts: text representation and classifiers. The classifiers include the K-nearest neigh-
bor algorithm [11], support vector machine [12], maximum information entropy [13], etc.
Authors in [14] used the LSI algorithm to calculate the similarity of one text to another. Au-
thors in [15] classified text using the maximum likelihood estimation method and Bayesian
model. Authors in [16] used vector machine algorithms to improve the performance of
text classification. This paper reviewed the feature extraction, classifier design, and interre-
lationship between Chinese texts both in and outside of China in recent years, and it put
forward some problems to be solved and future development directions.

Meanwhile, in the field of text classification, the number of corpora is also increasing.
These corpora contain text data and corresponding label data in various fields, which
greatly facilitates the study of text classification [17]. Owing to the rapid development
of the field of artificial intelligence, machine learning as a new data analysis method has
gradually been applied to text classification, making text classification more efficient and
accurate [18]. At the same time, this also brings new challenges to text classification. While
the machine learning text classification technique has been widely used by researchers,
it has some drawbacks. For example, while it performs well when the text structure is
simple and the data categories are balanced, in practice, text classification schemes tend
to be more complex, such as short text in news headlines that are less informative and
sometimes unevenly categorized. In these cases, the text classification model based on
machine learning performs poorly.

In recent years, many new technologies have emerged in the field of text classification,
achieving good results. As the field of deep learning has continued to develop, researchers
have gradually turned to text classification based on this type of learning, and especially to
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the hybrid model convolutional neural network, which integrates the attention mechanism,
recurrent neural network and convolutional neural network.

1.2. Development Status of Text Classification Models Based on CNNs

In the past decade, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have revolutionized artifi-
cial visual perception, achieving significant image spatial dimension results in various core
areas of computer vision, from image classification [19] to object detection [20] and instance
segmentation [21]. Collobert and Weston [22] applied CNNs to the NLP field, starting a
wave of CNN research in this field.

Authors in [23] used CNNs for text classification tasks and proposed a classic CNN
text classification model involving a convolutional layer, post-connection pooling layer,
and final classifier that uses a fully connected layer with dropout. At the same time, in
order to pre-train word vectors on text, the Word2vec model proposed by Mikolov [24] was
used, which has achieved significant results on multiple datasets.

In the same year, authors in [25] proposed a CNN model involving K-maxpooling,
in which different K values are pooled at different network layers, and each layer of the
network accepts the maximum feature value of the K group. Authors in [26] proposed a
weakly supervised learning method based on convolutional neural networks to maximize
the applicability of sentiment analysis results by distinguishing between positive and
negative keywords. Authors in [27] proposed a semi-supervised CNN text classification
model based on region embedding and proposed a new text embedding method called
two-view embedding, which achieved good results in the sentiment classification task at
the sentence level. Authors in [28] proposed a CNN text classification model that uses
characters instead of words as input. Subsequently, in 2015, authors in [29] proposed a
character-level input neural network language model, in which a CNN is used to encode
characters for learning, and the output of the CNN is used as the input for a recurrent
neural network language model. Authors in [30] proposed a CNN text classification
method based on sentence-level supervised learning. For deep CNN text classification,
authors in [31] referred to the image domain CNN model and proposed a deep CNN
text classification model called VDCNN, which learns long-distance text information by
stacking convolutional layers and expanding convolution kernels. This model has achieved
good results on long text datasets.

The capsule network (CapsNet) can be regarded as a CNN variant [32]. In the CapsNet,
a capsule is defined as a set of neurons with instance parameters. The length of the vector
represents the probability of the presence of a feature, meanwhile, the direction of the
vector represents different types of instantiated parameters. The information flow among
capsules is achieved by the so-called routing algorithm. The self-attention mechanism had
already been implemented into the CapsNet in [33,34] for image recognition. However, the
CapsNet with self-attention mechanism had significantly fewer parameters [33]. In light
of the above investigation, we were motivated to propose a newly designed framework
combining CapsNet with a self-attention mechanism applied to text classification.

In summary, traditional text classification methods rely on artificial features, which
have the problem of being sparse and having high dimensions. Meanwhile, in recent years,
deep learning has faced certain problems when being applied to both shallow and deep
CNN text classification models.

1.3. Research Content of This Article

According to our analysis of the current state of the literature both in and outside of
China, it is evident that few researchers have paid attention to the efficiency of capsule
networks and their ability to better represent object transformations internally [35]. In fact,
all model solutions proposed to date have considered a large number of parameters, an
approach which inevitably conceals the inherent generalization ability of capsules. In this
paper, an SA-CapsNet model is proposed, which improves on the original CapsNet model
while having fewer parameters. It was found to be able to achieve state-of-the-art results
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on three different datasets, preserving all important aspects of the capsule network. The
proposed solution utilizes the similarity between low-level capsules to cluster and route
them to more promising high-level capsules. The main contributions of this model are
summarized as follows:

(1) We conducted in-depth research on the generalization ability of capsule-based net-
works, analyzed the advantages and problems of capsule networks in text classifica-
tion, and reduced the number of trainable parameters compared to previous studies.

(2) Our conceptualization and development of capsules based on efficient and highly
replicable deep learning neural networks was found to be able to achieve state-of-the-art
results on three different datasets.

(3) We tested the SA CapsNet model on publicly available text datasets, and we compared
the model to text classification models based on CNNs, RNNs, LSTM, etc., in order to
verify its effectiveness.

2. Relevant Theoretical Foundations
2.1. Text Classification Model Based on Deep Learning

Traditional text classification methods, such as the logistic regression, support vector
machine, naive Bayes, decision tree methods, etc., mostly adopt statistical thinking. Faced
with abstract text data, statistical machine learning methods can only extract shallow
information, making it difficult for them to capture deep semantic information. Compared
with traditional text classification methods, deep-learning-based text classification methods
can learn deeper and more complex semantic features. In such methods, word vectors are
input into a deep learning model. Then, different deep learning models are used to extract
semantic information from the text, obtain the feature vectors of the text, and finally obtain
the probability of each category through a classifier. The CNN model and RNN sequence
model are widely used in the field of text classification [36].

2.2. Text Classification Model Based on Convolutional Neural Networks

In 2014, Kim proposed a convolutional neural network model [37] that successfully
applied convolutional neural networks to the field of text classification. The processing
method for one-dimensional text data differs from that for images. Kim utilized multi-
ple convolutional kernels of different sizes to obtain different local text representations,
ultimately achieving good model performance.

The structure of the text classification model based on convolutional neural networks
is shown in Figure 1. The model adopts a trained k-dimensional word vector with a single
sentence of n words, and the input to the model is a matrix of dimensions n ∗ k. The
model’s second layer is a convolutional layer, which uses convolutional kernels of different
sizes and quantities to capture information in the text from different perspectives. The size
of the convolutional kernel is m ∗ k. Each different convolutional kernel converts the input
matrix into a vector. The model’s last layer is the pooling layer, which maximizes the vector
output from each convolutional kernel through convolution operations and outputs it as a
scalar. Then, all pooling results are concatenated to obtain a vector. By fully connecting this
vector to a softmax layer with an equal number of text categories, the model obtains the
classification results of the text.

From the above diagram, it can be seen that the CNN model extracts n-gram like
information from the text through convolutional kernels, and then obtains more accurate
sentence vector information through the pooling layer, achieving good results. However,
the model does not take into account the global information of the entire document and
finds it difficult to capture the order of words. These are still some of the problems that the
CNN faces in text classification.
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Figure 1. Structure diagram of convolutional neural network model for text classification. 
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Figure 1. Structure diagram of convolutional neural network model for text classification.

2.3. Text Classification Model Based on Recurrent Neural Networks

In both feedforward neural networks and convolutional neural networks, their neu-
rons are connected to the neurons in the previous layer. These networks have certain
limitations in their application to non-stationary signal processing. For example, the CNN
structure is relatively complex and requires a large amount of computation to learn the
mapping relationships between samples; furthermore, it requires a long training time,
among other issues. Sequential data such as voice, text, and video are correlated in time
series. Faced with such a series of data, the performance of CNNs is not satisfactory.

Recurrent neural networks, which are neural network structures with memory func-
tions, are one of the most fundamental models used for deep learning. They exhibit strong
parallelism and parallel computing capabilities in both the temporal and spatial dimensions.
Unlike traditional neural networks, recurrent neural networks use a multi-layer feedfor-
ward structure to organize the relationships between input variables in order to achieve
efficient parallel operations. The neurons in the RNN layer not only receive information
from the upper layer neurons, but also from the same layer neurons. Therefore, RNNs are
naturally suitable for processing sequential data, such as text and speech. RNNs not only
can overcome the window size limit faced by CNNs, but also have no requirements for text
length, theoretically being able to handle any length of text.

The RNN model applied to text classification is shown in Figure 2. Each word in
the text is mapped to a word vector, which is then input into the RNN layer for feature
extraction. Finally, the output of the RNN layer is fully connected to the softmax layer for
text classification.
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2.4. Text Classification Model Based on Attention Mechanism
2.4.1. Principle of Attention Mechanism

Attention models (AM) are currently an important component of neural network
structures in the AI field. They have been widely used in fields such as natural language
processing, statistical learning, speech, and computer science.

The attention mechanism used in deep learning is closely related to the encoder–decoder
framework. Under this framework, learners can not only selectively pay attention to
information and extract attention, but also utilize varying degrees of injected attention to
improve their learning outcomes. The encoder–decoder framework without the attention
mechanism is shown in Figure 3.
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The attention mechanism can be intuitively explained using human visual mecha-
nisms. For example, a human’s visual system is more inclined to focus on the auxiliary
judgment information in an image and ignore irrelevant information. Similarly, in issues
involving language or vision, certain parts of the input may be more helpful than others for
decision making. In the encoder–decoder framework without the attention mechanism, the
generation of each one depends on the same semantic encoding C, meaning that the model
is operating similar to the human eye when it is unable to focus when looking at something.
Therefore, this method is significantly different from the actual situation, making its effect
not satisfactory.

The encoder–decoder framework with the attention mechanism is shown in Figure 4.
In this framework, the function of the target that predicts the output word sequence be-
comes yi = G(Ci, y1, y2, · · · yi−1), each Ci of which may correspond to a different attention
probability distribution in the source word sequence. The G function is a nonlinear function
Ci = ∑Lx

j=1 aijhj established using a neural network, where hj is the result of encoding the
encoder layer xj, and aj is the output Ci for hj’s level of attention, that is, the hj weighted
average, which is the result of attention distribution.

In the attention mechanism, the input sequence can be viewed as a combination of
many key values. When the query and key in the given output sequence are calculated,
the corresponding weights are obtained, and then the weights are weighted and summed
on the values in the input sequence to obtain the desired result, as Equation (1) shown
in below.

Attention(Query, Source) = ∑Lx
j=1 S(Query, keyi) ∗ Valuei (1)

where L represents the length or size of a sequence being considered (in NPL), and x in
Lx represents the dimensionality.
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2.4.2. Text Classification Model Based on Attention Mechanism

The several attention-mechanism-based text classification models introduced in this
paper provide new ideas for solving text classification problems.

Authors in [38] proposed a hierarchical attention network for text classification. This
model has two obvious characteristics: (1) it has a hierarchical structure model based on the
natural hierarchical structure of the text, and (2) it establishes attention mechanisms at both
the word and sentence levels, enabling it to use attention mechanisms for different levels of
content when constructing text representations. The performance of the model was found
to be superior to existing methods in six text classification tasks. Authors in [39] utilized
the hierarchical attention mechanism to apply the hierarchical attention model to cross
language emotion classification. In this mechanism, the word level attention mechanism
learns which word in a sentence better represents the meaning of the sentence.

Authors in [40] proposed a directed self-attention network. This network can only
learn sentence embedding based on the proposed attention mechanism. Authors in [41]
turned the problem of text classification into a problem of matching labels with words.
Authors in [42] proposed a sentence to match the attention mechanism of CNN models.
Currently, how to automatically discover implicit information in text from a large number
of datasets is a very meaningful area of research. Two effective methods are proposed
to achieve this: first, directly using machine learning algorithms; second, using deep
neural network technology. They studied three attention mechanisms that integrate the
inter-relationships between sentences into a CNN. Through the validation of multiple
text classification tasks, including answer selection and implicit text meaning tasks, they
showed that these sentences are expressed better than individual sentences.

In addition, authors in [43] used a self-attention model to extract interpretable state-
ment embeddings. However, these models all have the common drawback that they cannot
effectively extract contextual semantic information. Authors in [44] proposed a CNN model
that introduces attention mechanisms in order to better extract text features. Authors in [45]
utilized the attention mechanism of the entity bag model to perform text classification
tasks. The Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is an effective text representation method, but
it requires a predetermined threshold to determine whether to train and how to learn the
optimal classifier, making it difficult for the method to achieve good performance. Authors
in [46] utilized attention mechanisms to decompose complex problems into simpler sub
problems. Authors in [2] explored universal pooling in order to better obtain sentence
embeddings and proposed a vector-based attention mechanism model.

2.5. Classification Model Evaluation Indicators

After obtaining classification results using a text classification model, a universal
standard needs to be used to evaluate the results. The most commonly used evaluation
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criteria include the accuracy, recall, and F1 value criteria. The confusion matrix structure is
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Confusion matrix.

Forecast Results Actual Results

True TP FP
False FN TN

The specific evaluation indicators of these criteria are as follows:
Accuracy—The proportion of correctly classified samples compared to the total sample

size, calculated as follows:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TF + FP + FN + TN
(2)

Precision—The ratio of the number of correctly predicted and actually classified
samples to the number of correctly predicted and classified samples, calculated as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(3)

Recall rate—The proportion of the number of correctly predicted and actually classified
samples compared to the number of correctly classified samples, calculated as follows:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(4)

The F1 value takes into account both accuracy and recall, and its calculation expression
is as follows:

F1 =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
(5)

3. Self-Attention Capsule Network
3.1. The Overall Framework of the Model

This paper proposes a self-attention capsule network (SA-CapsNet) text classification
model with a self-attention mechanism. The overall framework of the model is shown
in Figure 5.
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The input of the SA-CapsNet model is a fixed length text sequence sample, and its
output is a specific category. The SA-CapsNet model’s framework can be divided into two
parts: a self-attention module and a capsule module.

The self-attention module weights the extracted features to obtain a stronger feature
representation for the capsule vector, and it runs this under the self-attention algorithm to
route low-level capsules to the whole they represent.

In the capsule module, the SA-CapsNet model adds an intermediate capsule layer
and reduces the dimensionality of the capsule before increasing it. Through the primary
capsule layer and the intermediate capsule layer, the feature information is processed to
remove noise, and the vector neurons are compressed in a direction-invariant manner using
a squash function, compressing the size of the vector to within the range of 0–1.
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In the middle of the capsule module, dynamic routing algorithms are used to score
and predict advanced features based on posture relationships through low-level capsules,
which selectively activate high-level capsules. The features extracted through the capsules
can include many different types of instantiation parameters, as well as the presence of the
features themselves.

In this study, the length of each vector was used to represent the probability represented
by the entity represented by the capsule. This approach is compatible with self-attention
routing algorithms and does not require any reasonable objective function minimization.

3.2. Self-Attention Mechanism

The self-attention mechanism is an important part of the proposed SA-CapsNet model.
This mechanism focuses on the scaled dot product attention mechanism. The scaled dot
product attention mechanism is used to calculate the degree of association between the
current word and other words, and based on this degree of association, to obtain the weight
vector of the current word and other words, and finally to use this weight vector as a
feature representation.

3.2.1. Multi-Head Attention Mechanism

The multi-head attention mechanism structure, which is equivalent to the operation
of multiple scaling point multiplication attention mechanisms, is used to obtain various
feature representations, making the extracted features of the model more diverse and
thereby improving the model’s feature extraction ability. Figure 6 shows the structure of the
multi-head attention mechanism. The mechanism maps Q (Query), K (Key), and V (Value) in
a linear manner, and then scales the h data in parallel to double the attention mechanism.
The results are then checked and linearly transformed to obtain the final result.
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The structure of the scaling dot multiplication attention mechanism is shown in
Figure 7. Each word in the text is represented by three vectors: Q, K, and V. Multiplying
the input vector X with different initialized weight matrices yields Q, K, and V, as shown
in Equations (6) to (8).

Q = X⊗WQ (6)

K = X⊗WK (7)

V = X⊗WV (8)
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Then, based on the Q, K, and V vectors, the results of the scaling point multiplication
attention mechanism are calculated, as shown in Equation (9).

Attention(Q, K, V) = so f tmax
(

Q× KT
√

dk

)
V (9)

where the dk is an extra dimension K for adjustment that prevents the inner product from
becoming too large in the similarity calculation.

Essentially, the zoom point multiplication attention mechanism involves calculating
the relationship between the current word and all remaining words in the text, thereby
obtaining the mutual contribution to the current word, weighting all words in the text, and
then performing a weighted summation. Due to this attention mechanism acting on all
the words contained in the text itself, the mechanism is also known as the self-attention
mechanism. By utilizing the zoom magnification attention mechanism, a multi-head
attention mechanism can be constructed on this basis.

3.2.2. Transformer Module

The proposed capsule network text classification model with the self-attention mecha-
nism was introduced in Section 3.1. In this section, the transformer module is described in
detail. The innovation in the transformer module is that it only utilizes the self-attention
mechanism and does not require sequential execution to obtain high-quality text features.
Therefore, the module can perform parallel computations and has higher computational
efficiency. In addition, it adds a position embedding vector to provide text position infor-
mation for the model. The experimental results of the present study show that this method
effectively improves the model’s computational efficiency. In addition, the Transformer
module also has good fault tolerance and can resist varying degrees of noise interference.

The structure of the transformer is shown in Figure 7. The encoder consists of six
identical encoding blocks. In addition, the module also uses convolutional neural networks
as feature extraction tools and combines contextual information for semantic analysis. The
decoder also includes six decoding blocks. Each encoder block includes the following
structures: the self-attention mechanism, feedforward network, residual connection, and
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normalization mechanism. The self-attention mechanism also includes the multi-head
attention and scaled dot product attention structures.

3.2.3. Location Encoding

With regards to the self-attention mechanism, it can be seen that it has no structure
that captures sequence information, which means that even if the order of a sentence is
disrupted, the features captured by the transformer are the same. This is unacceptable for
some natural processing tasks. In order to avoid this situation and reflect the positional
relationships among words in the text, positional vectors are added to the transformer’s
word vector layer, as shown in Figure 8.
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The self-attention mechanism is a complete information extractor that eliminates the
use of the traditional RNN and other information extraction units, thus effectively avoiding
some of the inherent defects of RNN units and making the entire model more concise. For
example, in the process of attention computation, the self-attention mechanism uses matrix
multiplication to correlate the original information between two pairs, which avoids the
long-distance information loss caused by gradient vanishing in recurrent neural networks
such as the GRU network and avoids the problem of RNN units being difficult to parallelize.

The transformer module, which utilizes the self-attention mechanism as its core idea,
has also been validated for its powerful performance through various experiments. From
the experimental results, it can be seen that the transformer’s ability to extract semantic
features, long-distance features, and comprehensive features is stronger than that of the
CNN and RNN.

From Table 2, when the sequence length and feature dimension are the same order of
magnitude, the time complexity of the self-attention mechanism and the RNN was better
than that of the CNN. In the table, n is the sequence length, d is the feature dimension, and
k is the kernel size of convolutions.

Table 2. Comparison of self-attention mechanism, RNN, and CNN computing efficiency.

Model Computing Complexity in One Layer

Self-Attention O (n 2 ∗ d)
RNN O

(
n ∗ d2)

CNN O
(
k ∗ n ∗ d2)

3.3. Capsule Module

An important feature of the proposed SA-CapsNet model is its ability to extract more
expressive features using capsule vectors. Capsule vectors are used to solve the problems of
low coding efficiency and the loss of position information between features during pooling
operations in convolutional neural networks. Capsule networks differ from convolutional
neural networks in that they use vector capsules instead of the neurons that are aggregated
by convolutional neural networks, squash functions instead of ReLU activation functions,
and dynamic routing instead of pooling operations. A capsule module diagram is shown
in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Capsule module, which is used to extract text features with spatial layer relationship information.

The core structure of the capsule module is composed of three layers. The first
two layers are convolutional operation layers; text features are obtained through these
two layers. Then, by reconstructing the text features of adjacent units into capsule vector
representations, the text features with spatial hierarchical relationship information are
obtained. Further to this, by constructing a digital capsule layer, a vector with a dimension
of 16 is set to represent specific categories. Among these categories, the length of the vector
in the digital capsule layer can represent the probability of entity existence.

3.3.1. ReLU Activation Function

In the case of a single instance, before entering the main capsule layer, a set of con-
volutional and batch normalization layers are extracted by extracting local features. Each
output of the convolutional layer is activated by convolutional operations with a specific
kernel dimension k, feature mapping number f, step size s = 1, and ReLU as the activation
function, as follows:

Fl+1
(

Xl
)
= ReLU

(
Convk∗k

(
Xl

))
(10)

Overall, the first convolutional part of the network can be modeled as a single function
Hconv. This function maps the input to a higher dimensional space, promoting the creation
of capsules. On the other hand, a part of the second network is the primary tool used by
primary capsules to create vector representations of the features they represent. This is
a deeply separable convolution with linear activation, and it only performs the first step
of the deep space convolution operation, acting on each channel separately. In addition,
imposing the kernel dimension k ∗ k and the quantity equal to the output dimension
H ×W filters f and Hconv, following which the function F can obtain the primary capsule
layer Sl

n,d, where nl and dl are the numbers for the primary capsules in the first layer and
their respective sizes.

3.3.2. Dynamic Routing Mechanism

Capsule networks cluster input features by using dynamic routing instead of the
pooling layer operations used in convolutional neural networks. The more similar the
features are, the stronger these features become. Therefore, in the proposed model, feature
selection is carried out to achieve the purpose of pooling layer feature selection. The steps
of the dynamic routing algorithm (as shown in Algorithm 1) are as detailed below.

The length of the output vector of a capsule is to represent the probability that the
entity represented by the capsule is present in the current input. A non-linear function
is used to normalize the short vectors to almost zero length and long vectors to a length
as follows:

vj =

∥∥sj
∥∥2

1 +
∥∥sj

∥∥2

sj∥∥sj
∥∥ (11)

where vj is the output vector of capsule j and sj is its total input. For all the first layers
of capsules, the total input to a capsule sj is a weighted sum over all prediction vectors
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ûj|i from the capsules in the layer below and is produced by multiplying the output ui of a
capsule in the layer below by a weight matrix W ij.

sj = ∑
i

cijûj|i (12)

ûj|i = Wijui (13)

where the cij are coupling coefficients that are determined by the iterative dynamic routing
process. The coupling coefficients between capsule i and all the capsules in the layer above
sum to 1 and are determined by a “routing softmax” function as follows:

cij =
exp

(
bij

)
∑k exp

(
bij

) (14)

∑j cij = 1 (15)

where initial logits bij are the log prior probabilities that capsule i should be coupled to
capsule j.

Algorithm 1 Capsule Network Dynamic Routing Algorithm

1: Input ûj|i, r, l
2: for all capsule I in layer l and capsule j in layer (l + 1): bij = 0
3: t = 0
4: while t < r do
5: for all capsule i in layer l: ci =routingSoftmax(bi)
6: for all capsule j in layer (l + 1): sj = ∑i cijûj|i
7: for all capsule j in layer (l + 1): vj =squash(sj)
8: for all capsule i in layer l and capsule j in layer (l + 1): bij = bij + ûj|i·vj)
9: t = t + 1
10: end while
11: Output vj

3.4. Loss Function

The output layer is represented by a vector. In fact, not only does the capsule in the
last layer represent the existence of a specific probability object class, but all its attributes are
also extracted from its various parts. The vector is used to represent the probability of the
existence of capsule entities. Its length should be close to 1 only when the entity it represents
uniquely exists. Therefore, in order to allow for multiple classifications, Formula (16) is
calculated for each class represented by the capsule nL of the last layer L:

LnL = TnL max
(

0, m+ −
∥∥∥uL

n

∥∥∥)2
+ λ(1− TnL)max

(
0,
∥∥∥uL

n

∥∥∥−m−
)2

(16)

If there is a class nL and m+, m−, and if there are hyperparameters to be adjusted, then
TnL , are equal to 1. Then, the individual marginal losses LnL are added together to calculate
the final score for the training stage. Finally, a reconstruction regularizer is used to ensure
that the final capsule has robustness and meaningful attributes.

4. Experimental Design and Analysis

The goal of this paper was to simply demonstrate that a functioning capsule network
should reduce the number of parameters required in a text classification model by better
embedding information due to its inherent ability. The proposed method was tested in an
experimental environment to evaluate its accuracy compared to traditional convolutional
neural networks and similar methods. To this end, three commonly used text datasets
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were used to test the proposed method based on network evaluation: the IMDB, MPQA,
and MR datasets. All the experiments showed that capsule networks with self-attention
mechanisms can achieve better results than other comparable methods.

4.1. Experimental Dataset and Preprocessing

This study conducted experiments on three benchmark datasets, which specific details
and parameter statistics are shown in Table 3. In the table, Dataset refers to the dataset
name; Train corresponds to the number of training set samples; Valid refers to the number
of validation set samples; Test corresponds to the number of samples in the test set; Class
refers to the number of target categories; Arg.T represents the average length of the sample
sentences; Max.T represents the maximum length of the sample sentence; and Vocabsize
represents the size of the vocabulary.

Table 3. Benchmark dataset table.

Dataset Class Train Valid Test Arg.T Max.T Vocabsize

IMDB 2 20,000 5000 25,000 238 2494 10,000
MPQA 2 6362 2121 2121 3 34 2661

MR 2 6398 2132 2132 16 53 16,540

(1) IMDB Available online: https://www.imdb.com/interfaces/ (accessed on 5 April 2024)
dataset [47]: This was an IMDB English film review dataset integrated internally by
Keras. The experiment used a labeled dataset containing 50,000 IMDB film reviews
with significant bias, specifically for emotional analysis. The 25,000 reviews marked
with a training set did not include movies in the 25,000 reviews test set. Among these
movies, 25,000 were used as training sets and 25,000 were used as testing sets, and
the labels used were pos (positive) and neg (negative). In addition, the positively and
negatively labelled reviews were equal in number.

(2) MPQA Available online: https://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/ (accessed on 5 April 2024) dataset [48]:
This was a binary dataset that mostly consisted of various English news articles.
Among these articles, there were a total of 3311 positive tendencies and 7293 negative
tendencies. During the experiment, 80% of the data were used to form a training set
and the remaining 20% were used as a testing set.

(3) MR Available online: http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
(accessed on 5 April 2024) dataset [49]: This was a binary dataset that was mostly
sourced from short texts from professional English film review websites containing
the emotional tendencies of “positive” and “negative”, with the dataset containing
5331 entries each in these categories. In this study, the dataset segmentation method
used was the same as that used in the MPQA dataset.

Comparing these three different datasets, the sample sentences in the IMDB dataset
were relatively long; the average length is 238 words [47]. While those in the MPQA and
MR datasets were relatively short; the average length is 20 words [48,49].

The specific experimental details and parameter statistics are shown in Table 4. As
can be seen, the Activation parameter corresponds to the extrusion function using ReLU;
Optimizer corresponds to the optimizer Adam; Loss corresponds to the loss function
Margin; Input_ Size corresponds to a batch size of 200; n layers correspond to four layers
of the stack; Total params corresponds to the total parameter quantity of 3,452,864; EPS
corresponds to a neural network learning rate of 10−7; and Epoch represents the number of
training rounds.

After determining the dataset, it is necessary to preprocess the text data when trans-
mitting it to the network. As the data in this study were segmented comments, it was
necessary to first segment the text data. After tokenization is performed, the words need
to be converted into numbers in order to form a vector matrix that is transmitted to the
network one number at a time. In this study, words were converted into numbers using

https://www.imdb.com/interfaces/
https://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
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the subscript of the word in the dictionary as the number representing the word. Through
this process, the text data were transformed into vector data, and then the vector data were
all normalized to the same length. We chose the maximum length of the vectors, while
vectors less than the specified length were filled with 0. In addition, this study treated
all punctuation marks, special characters, and other language symbols that appeared in
the dataset as spaces and changed all uppercase letters in the dataset to lowercase letters.
Further to this, during the process of building the vocabulary, words that only appeared
once in the dataset were deleted.

Table 4. Experimental parameters.

Parameters Setting

Activation ReLU
Optimizer Adam

Loss Margin
Input_size 200

n layers 4
Total params 3,452,864

Eps 1 × 10−7

Epoch 50

4.2. Experimental Results

This study analyzed the performance of the proposed SA-CapsNet model with regards
to its accuracy of classification results. First, the classification accuracy of the model under
different datasets was calculated, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Test performance of different datasets.

Dataset TP Number FP Number Accuracy/%

IMDB 21,180 3820 84.72
MPQA 8519 2085 80.31

MR 8036 2624 75.38

From the above table, it can be seen that the SA-CapsNet model performed well on
the different datasets, recording an accuracy of over 75%, while it achieved an accuracy of
over 80% on both the IMDB and MPQA datasets. Taking the IMDB dataset as an example,
the model’s accuracy and margin loss are shown in Figures 10 and 11.
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4.3. Ablation Experiment

Next, to verify the advantages of the SA-CapsNet model, the study conducted relevant
experiments on the model’s self-attention network and capsule layer structures, as well
as on the fusion of the two. These experiments were conducted by mapping self-attention
networks with different structures to feature extraction layers of capsule networks, and the
experimental results are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Comparative experiments on self-attention networks with different structures.

Model Name IMDB/% MPQA/% MR/%

Capsule Network 83.64 79.92 73.95
1SA + 2Maxpooling + CapsNet 83.95 80.01 74.52
2SA + 2Maxpooling + CapsNet 84.34 80.51 75.20
3SA + 2Maxpooling + CapsNet 84.72 80.31 75.38
2SA + 2Maxpooling + CapsNet 84.42 79.98 75.81

As can be seen from the above results, when using the self-attention module (SA)
as the basic unit in constructing a self-attention network, increasing the number of SA
layers achieved a better fit and model data training results, up until three SA layers
were used. When three layers were used, overfitting gradually occurred as the training
parameters increased, leading to a decrease in classification accuracy. At present, pooling
operations can cause extracted features to lose some spatial information. Indeed, when the
pooling operations were reduced once in these experiments, the classification accuracy was
improved. However, without pooling operations, a model’s accuracy will decrease due
to there being redundant information in the features. Therefore, a self-attention network
structure was ultimately used to add one layer of pooling to a three-layer SA. To verify
the effectiveness of this proposed model, ablation experiments were conducted, as shown
in Table 7.

Table 7. Network structure ablation experiment.

Num Model Name IMDB/% MPQA/% MR/%

1 CNN + CapsNet 83.72 79.68 73.27
2 SAN + CapsNet 83.92 79.96 74.55
3 CNN + NCapsNet 84.35 80.05 75.27
4 SA + NCapsNet 84.72 80.31 75.38

Comparing the results of experiments 1, 2, 3, and 4, it can be seen that mapping the
self-attention module to the feature extraction layer of the capsule network improved the
classification accuracy of the model. Additionally, it can be seen that increasing the middle
capsule layer and reducing the dimensionality of the capsule not only reduced the number
of parameters but also improved the performance of the model.
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4.4. Comparative Experiment

Next, a comparison experiment was performed. In this experiment, three classic
networks, namely, the CNN, RNN, and LSTM network, were tested on the three datasets.
The classification accuracy results for these three networks and the capsule network used
in this study are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. The comparison of accuracy.

Model Name IMDB MPQA MR

CNN 78.86 73.52 70.36
RNN 80.98 74.98 71.36
LSTM 82.28 76.36 72.68

Capsule Network 83.64 79.92 73.95
SA-CapsNet 84.72 80.31 75.38

Firstly, a CNN is mainly composed of convolutional layers and pooling layers. Because
convolutional operations can effectively extract image feature information, CNNs are
widely used by researchers. In most cases, researchers use them on image datasets, and
they are commonly employed in image classification, image segmentation, and other tasks;
they can also be used for text classification. In this study, a CNN was used on text datasets.
The performance accuracy of this model on the three datasets was 78.86%, 73.52%, and
70.36%, respectively, meaning its performance was relatively poor. This is because CNNs
have a small field of view problem, with their perception actually being the size of the
convolutional kernel, which is often set to five or three. Although their perception can
be increased by stacking convolutional layers, CNNs may also encounter other problems,
such as gradient disappearance or gradient explosion, so the use of CNNs is therefore not
suitable for text datasets.

RNNs are specifically designed to process data with temporal characteristics. The
output of an RNN’s neurons is not only transmitted to the next layer, but also retains
a hidden state, which is passed on to the next neuron until it is changed in subsequent
divine elements. This hidden state gives subsequent neurons the opportunity to see the
state preserved by previous neurons far away from them; this is very important in text
classification as such classification involves a section of a sentence being analyzed. Usually,
the subject of the sentence appears at the beginning, and the meaning or verb conveyed by
the sentence often appears in the middle. The implicit state of an RNN is conducive to the
network identifying the sentences in the later part while connecting these with the subject
appearing at the beginning in order to make judgments. In this study, the performance
accuracy of the RNN on the four datasets was 80.98%, 74.98%, and 71.36%, respectively.
Therefore, compared to the CNN, the RNN achieved a higher accuracy, owing to its unique
hidden state.

The LSTM network is a recurrent neural network based on the short-term memory
model. It is based on RNNs and has characteristics that match its name, being designed
to solve long-distance problems. In addition to the hidden characteristic possessed by
RNNs, the LSTM network adds three additional gate attributes, termed the forgetting gate,
memory gate, and output gate. The forgetting gate is used to calculate the information
to be forgotten, the memory gate is used to calculate the information to be memorized,
and the output gate combines the previously obtained information to calculate the output
information. The three gate attributes complement each other, enabling the LSTM network
to remember words that are far away from the current position. At the same time, the
presence of the forgetting gate allows the network to ignore some unimportant information.
The performance accuracy of the LSTM network on the three datasets was 82.28%, 76.36%,
and 72.68%, respectively. Therefore, compared to the RNN, its text classification accuracy
was better, thanks to its ability to remember long and short distance feature information.

As a comparison with the original experiment, CapsNet was also tested on the three
datasets. CapsNet, also known as the capsule network, was developed in order to solve
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the problems faced by CNNs. It was first applied to image classification and has gradually
achieved good performance results in some classification task experiments. The capsule
network is applied to text classification models and proposed two structures: the first uses
single-scale features in the convolutional layer, and the second uses multi-scale features in
the convolutional layer. Their experiments showed that multi-scale features are superior to
single-scale features, as these contain richer and more diverse grammatical information.
However, this finding ignores the fact that the various scale features corresponding to
words within a text should not be equally important. In this study, the performance
accuracy of CapsNet on the three datasets was 83.64%, 79.92%, and 74.95%, respectively.

Finally, SA-CapsNet had a performance accuracy of 84.72%, 80.31%, and 75.38%, re-
spectively, on the three datasets. Therefore, compared to the other three models,
SA-CapsNet’s accuracy was superior by more than 2%; this was thanks to its unique
self-attention mechanism capsule attribute.

5. Conclusions
5.1. Summary

Text classification is the most fundamental task in natural language processing. Due
to the rapid development of artificial intelligence, the amount of text information on the
internet has exploded in recent times. Against the backdrop of unprecedented success
regarding the deep learning method, there has been a recent research surge in the field of
natural language processing. Furthermore, in recent years, the transformer structure has
been widely used in this field and has been proven to be a better network structure than
that of the recurrent neural network. Therefore, owing to this structure’s text representation
and classification performance, it is necessary to develop network structures based on the
transformer structure.

This study focused on reducing the parameters of the model for various applications,
such as edge computation and mobile applications. This study proposed a capsule network
with a self-attention mechanism for text classification based on CapsNet. The proposed
network integrates a self-attention mechanism (SA) with good global information extraction
ability, enabling the model to achieve better feature extraction ability by allowing the
capsule to carry more feature information. Further to this, the model simplifies CapsNet
and improves its noise filtering ability by reconstructing the capsule network, reducing the
capsule dimension, and adding an intermediate capsule layer.

To test the performance of the proposed SA-CapsNet model, this study trained and
tested it on three datasets: the IMDB, MPQA, and MR datasets. Compared to the original
CapsNet model, the proposed model’s classification accuracy on the three datasets was still
improved, namely by 1.08%, 0.39%, and 1.43%, respectively. The experimental results show
that the accuracy is still maintained with the reduced parameters.

5.2. Future Research Prospects

This study conducted in-depth research on the attention mechanism and text classifi-
cation. Based on the deep learning architecture, and through combining the self-attention
mechanism with the capsule network, an SA-CapsNet model was developed, which
achieved good results on experiments featuring English datasets. However, the following
issues still need further exploration:

(1) Further research on text representation and the classification of multi-label tasks and
long text data is required. Due to the experimental conditions and time constraints,
this study only conducted experiments using binary classification tasks and small
sample datasets, and the experimental data balance was poor, resulting in some of its
conclusions having certain limitations. In order to comprehensively and objectively
verify the performance of the proposed model, it should be experimentally verified
on a larger number of complex text classification and long text datasets.

(2) Research based on Chinese text representation and text classification is necessary.
Due to the fact that the datasets used to validate the proposed model in this study
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were all English text datasets, the model’s performance is yet to be tested on other
languages (such as Chinese). It is therefore necessary to conduct further experiments
using Chinese and other datasets.

(3) In-depth text classification research involving deep learning that features, for instance,
the RCNN model and other hybrid models that integrate the recurrent neural network
and convolutional neural network is still required.
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